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About This Game

The main character had an unusual dream, he is trying to consult his neighbor about this. It turned out that he was the heir of a
hero named Kama Bullet and he had a longtime enemy, Maga Lezgin. The magician enslaved the world and killed Kama Pulu,

Kama Jr. goes to sort out all these riddles and signs that his father left behind.

Plot: In Kama Bullet Heritage you play for Kama's son, he had a dream and something went wrong. To go further in the story
you will have to think about this or that task. Learn from the characters what to do and where to go and they will prompt you the

way you want.

Features:
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- Puzzles
- Atmospheric music

- Quest system
- Shooter

- Humor is combined with horror
- Various levels

- Various opponents and different weapons
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Title: Kama Bullet Heritage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Narko Games
Publisher:
Narko Games
Release Date: 15 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,Russian
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Half-finished abandonware. The second half of the (frighteningly short) game is a year overdue, and the dev has moved on.

Has a game engine and around two puzzles, one of which requires you to wait around doing nothing for ages. If I look into it too
much further I won't be able to get my refund.

The concept's okay, the execution is mediocre at best. Could use a lot more polish and a lot more development time.. Great
workout game, great music. Gets really intense as you start getting better at it.

The main thing missing is leaderboards.. I'm gonna have to say i don't recommend this one, there is no true way of knowing
where to go, and then i just got stuck on a poisonous planet, couldn't even get back to the original system to charge my battery,
so yeah it is fun at first but the stuff they expect players to do is impossible, on the toxic planet my character just would not
move fast enough to make it from flower to flower, and they are too rare, so yeah just skip this one, the tasks are nearly
impossible once you leave the first planet... it's a shame to, the first planet was fun... such a shame.... The first thing that struck
me about this 2.5D Platform shooter is how well designed the levels are - there\u2019s obviously been a lot of thought and
effort gone into this aspect of the game.

There\u2019s also an interesting variety of weapons and enemies and exploring the very large levels is extremely fun. The
continue option is also a nice feature that helps prevent the experience from being too punishing as gameplay can be
challenging.

Combine all this with a spooky atmosphere and sound gameplay mechanics and you have a solid purchase well worth the price
tag for sure.
. This game makes me want to kill myself lol
. Multiplayer is dead.

Has a decent single-player if you dont mind some bugs, which really should have been fixed on release and it doesn't help that
the devs have abandoned this game.
. One of the best Anno games ever hours and hours of fun. Fairly good driving game but this has nothing to do with the first
Insane. Cars don't get wrecked the same way and the funniest game mode is missing (I mean the one where you had to roll and
crash other cars). Graphics look good though. But if you're looking something similar to the first Insane, this isn't it. In my
opinion they shouldn't have used the Insane name at all. It is misleading.. 1\/21\/2019

Seems like a console sequel is in the work and it'll be in 3D, according to a recent interview (Chinese) - 
https:\/\/mp.weixin.qq.com\/s\/DbGjwjkT2GmeOx2y0pGx1g

12\/22\/2013

A solid 2D hack'n slash game. It's basically Devil May Cry in 2D. BUT! The game is abandoned, leaving bugs unfixed. The
developer went on to work on their next game. Talk about irresponsible.

It is still worth to get when on sale however.

Should be fixed;
- Random frame\/sound lag spikes and slow down.
- Game Crashes 3 times during my first play through
- Occasionally both my character or enemies cannot be seen.
- Inconsistent sound effect. Some sound clips are not recorded well. I can hear sound crackling. Also, there is one enemy that is
way louder than the rest when killed, not sure if it's "Pyre Alchemist" or "Enhanced Machinist".
- Voice setting only affects cutscenes, not during gameplay.

Rests annoying things;
- Bad Translation. Story is hard to follow due to translation, and some dialogues are insanely fast.
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- Chinese sounds like it is dubbed in the 80s.
- Only partial cutscenes can be skipped. Annoying after 1st play through.
- The ending. I understand the game want to end on a cliffhanger, but it feels sudden. Also, after the final stage, there is a very
long black screen before the credit start rolling. I thought the game crashed.
- Foreground and boss health bar (when 2 bosses appear at the same time) block the action on occasion.
- Achievement patch needs to be installed manually.
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While i can imagine someone really liking these lobby charactes, they shouldn't have been DLC. Not only did you dupe people
into pre-ordering the game, now you wanna double dip from the same well by releasing it as DLC? That's low, even for Bamco
standards.. Got free key for game and trading cards so i do not know i do not play vr.. Surprisingly good.
Great leveldesign and good athmosphere. Not too childish, it's for all ages.
Difficulty (anytime changeable): Easy to Medium, even with hard settings. For me too little challenge :/, nethertheless I enjoyed
this beautiful world.
Ca 16 hours for a playthrough.
I recommend it.. loved it ! but sadly can't find matches online :(. An annoying but easy game to 100% but come on, the whole
puzzle aspect is believeable in the beginning when I was in the room filled with computers but to make me do it when I am on a
cruise?♥♥♥♥♥♥OFF!

Nice Cruise Ship animation btw. So nice they recycle it and you see it twice (DO NOT CLICK ON THE♥♥♥♥♥♥IT WILL
SKIP IT!!!!!).

10/10 would watch again.. So ... What is "What the Heck, Dude ?" its just a game with great Graphics but a prettey dumb Game
Idea you just try to to provoke a mass brawl , and be the last one standing .

I would give it (7,8 / 10) IGN .. Ha Ha..... Right LADs! we need more porridge.
 Defend the PUB from Tea leaves, sheep shaggers and spud farmers !

MORE DLCs ill pay

Good game fun and funny.. Like others have said, polished game with great control over the drone. Nice variance of challenging
levels to keep it interesting. Will keep coming back to try and hone my skills.
Hope for more from this title. Also..
I can now play left handed!!!
Handling the drone controls and angles needed with my left hand feels much more natural than trying to learn on my right.
Thank you to the Dev for updating this feature!!
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